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Finally, a useful handbook on eclipse effects through the zodiac signs for everyone! Eclipses create

"surges" and "outages" of solar-lunar tides with numerous influences described for the reader's

personal sign, (and globally too). Award-winning and popular astrological author Judith Hill details:

health influences through twelve signs; global influences; personal strategies for harmonizing

eclipse effects; traditional strategies; and the four types of "astrological" eclipses. Includes a brief

technical astronomical section and a useful eclipse calendar through 2023. Strategies and

traditional techniques are included for making the best use of eclipse "waves." Also includes eclipse

conjunctions for all planets, and a useful advanced section for readers in the back. This book is

perfect for both lay and advanced readers. This volume brings the secret knowledge of the past

alive with Hill's modern, pragmatic twist. This is the most thorough book ever written on the subject!
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Judith Hill is a lifetime, second-generation astrologer and award winning author. She has performed

over 9000 in depth personal readings and is proficient in most branches of Classical Western

Astrology including: Vocation, Location, Medical, Natal, Transit-Progressed, Spiritual, Comparative

Analysis, Electional (selecting dates for important life events); Gem Selection; Fertility Dating and

Horary Astrology (the art of answering special questions from exact times). Her consulting

experience is vast, having read for men and women of most nations, ages and professions. She is

also well versed in the outside subjects of: Herbology, Vedic Astrology, History, Theology, Art,

Music, Metaphysics, Feng Shui, Phrenology, Psychology and Anthropology. Hill's astrological



writing reaches a wide audience, and her books are favorites in many astrology lovers' collections.

I've been waiting for this book for years. I've known that eclipses are powerful events. But there was

little reliable guidance out there on how a particular eclipse may affect me and the people around

me. This bool explains the impact of eclipses in both simple ways, for novices in astrology like me,

and it includes materials for the pro. It is really important to me that the author is a trusted source.

Judith Hill is, with several books publsihed for professional astrologers. And I like the title, because

that is just the book I wanted.

I like this book and use it at Eclipse times. The author gives you information about Eclipses in signs

and how they manifest based on your Sun sign or Rising sign. I got some good information from this

book.

Thanks!

Good reference

Another masterful work from Judith Hill. A great easy-to-read reference to have and many tips on

working with the energies of the eclipse.

For someone who is grounded in basics of Astrology (Planets, Signs and Houses - I recommend

"The Inner Sky by Stephen Forrest, or "All Around the Zodiac" by Bill Tierney), this is a worthwhile

topic easily overlooked. Eclipses can be pretty powerful events and they can have outsized effects

for months after the eclipse event. If you aren't watching these you can wonder "Where did THAT

come from?" The book gives techniques for telling the likely timing of eclipse related events. If you

are not watching the eclipses, you are missing both warnings and messages of opportunities ahead.

I'm delighted to find a book with so much useful information about eclipses andand how to interpret

them, plus wise cautions. I love that Hill includes so much material that I've seen nowhere else -

such as great interpretations for eclipses over all natal planets differentiated by north and south

node polarity. Her eclipse table includes nodal polarity, and essential tool not seen in other eclipse

tables. The first half of this book is for beginners and the later half for advanced and I like that!

Everything about this book is unique.She tackles a complex subject in a way that I can understand,



and makes it fascinating too.

Judith Hill's comprehensive work on eclipses allows both amateur and professional astrologers

access to comprehensible, detailed information about phenomena that have intrigued and

frightened human beings for thousands of years. As Judith points out in this book, since ancient

times, eclipses have been viewed with awe by every culture about which we have records.

Astrologers of the past were obsessed with eclipses, using them as predictive devices for mundane

and personal events. Eclipses were so integral to their understanding of the relationship between

the heavens and Earth, that ancient cultures tracked the nodes of the moon (eclipse points in the

sky) just as they tracked movement of the planets. The Hindu star gazers even raised the moon's

nodes to the status of planets, giving them as much clout in prediction as Jupiter or Saturn.Judith

Hill's new book allows modern readers access to information on how to understand these powerful,

portentous events in a clear and useful fashion. Read in conjunction with her excellent, scholarly

work on the Moon's nodes (called, "The Lunar Nodes: Your Key to Excellent Chart Interpretation"),

Eclipses and You provides a great base from which to interpret how your future will be impacted by

eclipses and lunar node transits. I recommend this book to beginners and professionals as a

helpful, easily accessible guide to understanding a natural event that has fascinated humans since

time immemorial. This is a must buy!
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